are integers that are taken from a field of size Q(n'*) for some constan1 E z= 0, then the k-th largest element can be selected in o <log2n time.
Introduction
t the most suitable, modular and the worst-case comiAK82, NS80, TK77, high susceptibility of to investigate other networks ISDP78, ORS82, St831, the 3, St82, St83, Uh721 and the , Lei81, CS811 ax. some such trees has been considered extenei81, Lei831 and by Nath et. al. ourselves to X-tree and pyramid machines, we develop optimal ing certain functions (such as addition) and for solving some s (such as sorting, merging, and a few graph problems). The times for these problems are listed in table 1 bounds are shown to be optimal, ibution of this paper is to technique for obtaining nd pyramid machines. In .) Both techniques have a serious drawback : they do not take into account any but the simplest aspects of the network topology (like the diameter, the bisection width etc.). Fortunately, these techniques work well for most known parallel networks (like the shuffle exchange network, the Cube Connected Cycles, meshes etc.) but they yield only trivial bounds for the X-tree and the pyramid machines. Our lower bound technique incorporates the network topology and yields non-trivial bounds for these networks.
However, it works only for conservative flow algorithms (described later), and its generalization for the most general algorithms remains unresolved. Models of various networks are described in section & our main contributions are summarized below. For the sake of brevity, we list most propositions and theorems without proofs; the proofs for remaining propositions will appear in the final version of the paper.
[ l l Assuming that a processor in these machines can store a constant number of words (of 0 (logn 1 bits each), we develop O(n/logn) time algorithms for computing some transitive functions and also for sorting and merging on an X-tree machine. For d 2 2, we also develop algorithms for a d-dimensional pyramid computer for solving these problems. In section 11, we consider the problem of solving the k-th largest element in a set of n numbers, whew the index k can vary between 1 and n and is provided as an input also. 
and Mm.
Cons. Flow

Components
R(nlogn)
N n ) dimensional mesh requines only @(n'/3) time.
[4] The problems of finding the connected components and the minimum spanning forest of a graph o f n vertices are also consided in section IV. We assume that the input is provided as an dscency matrix and develop an O((lprugn)v2) 
steps. Consequently, we can concentrate on knplementing a Bscend algorithm on an X-Uee only. In [&841, a strategy --OP-X-Tree --is demonstrated and this is employed to implement a DesceIyi algorithm on an n-leaf X -r n in O(n/bgn) time steps. Thus, we ha= the following theorems :
Recall that two lists of ( n / 2 ) WO@ Thcanar 2 . 1 : Le( a be one of the f d l m transitiva fuIlctkw : Fast Fourier T d o r m , cydk shift, permutation, convolution, matrix transposition The$ P can be computed on a d-PC in 0 ( n time step. Similarly, two lists of ( n / 2 ) words can be merged on a d-PC in o (n % time steps. Theorem 2.2 : Let Q be one of the functions given in theorem 2.1. Then, Q can be computed on an X-tree machine in O(n/[ogn) time steps. Similarly, two lists of (n/2) words can be merged on an X-tree machine in 0 (n /lorn ) time steps. Theorem 2.3 : n words can be sorted on an n-leaf X-
[in 0 ( n 9 , resp.1 time steps.
Theorems 2.3 follows from theorems 2.1 and 2.2 when a simple divide and conquer merge sort algorithm is executed on an X-tree machine and on a ddimensional pyramid computer. For the X-tree machine, we use the two sons of the apex to sort ( n / 2 ) words in parallel and then m r g e the resulting lists to obtain a complete sorted list.
Consequently, easily obtained using theorems 2.1 and 2.2.
, it is shown that the "reversal permutation" can be executed on an o (2J;;) sized X-W in O ( 6 ) time steps. This led us to believe that it might be possible to merge two lists in O ( 6 ) time steps on some large X-tree machine. However, in section 111, we show that this is not the case -at least when conservative flow algorithms are executed on X-tree machines.
(b) Selecting the k-th larg~st element on a bincuy i r e machine If k equals one (or n) then the largest (or the smallest, resp.) item can be found in 0 (iogn) time step on a binary tree machine. Also, the largest, the second largest, ... , the k-th largest can be suitably determined in 0 (logn + k) time steps by pipelining the operations. This motivated Tanimoto [Ta751 to give an O(logn + k) time algorithm for finding the k-th l a r m t (or the k-th smallest) element in which the apex continuously discards the largest (or the smallest) element continuously. Unfortunately, for large k, this algorithm may require n(n) time steps. stout [St841 h& ¶ dmmnsuated M o(r0gUd algorithm for e t i n g the k-th largest element on a binary tree machine of size II.
Theorem 2.4 : The k-th largest element can be determined in 0 (log2n ) time s t e p on a binary tree machine. W e conjecture that the bound of theomm 2.4 is optimal, within a multiplicative constant, for the binary tree machine model described in section 1. From theorem 2.4, it also follows that the k-th largest dement can be determined on an X-uee and a d-PC in through n , the output words be indexed from 1 through n in the ascending order and let no input port [output port] inputs [outputs} no more than (nl5001ogn) words. In lemma 3.2 we show that n(m/logm) time steps a= required by any conservative flow algorithm to transmit m words across a complete X-tree. In lemma 3.3 we show that at least 2 [ w] wods have to be transmitted from any set of input ports PI to any set of output ports Po, where denotes the number of words that enter the ports of PI and have subscripts between 1 and ( n / 4 ) and 101 denotes the number of words that emerge from the ports of Po and have subscripts between (n/4) and (3n/4). Finally, in lemma 3.4, we show that there exist PI and Po, with (111, 101 2 (n/28)), which are reasonably distant so that transmission of (2n/(28I2) words across some complete X-tree is required. Combining these lemmas, the given theorem can be easily established. m Before proceeding with these lemmas, some notational conventions are clarikd:
An X-tree is said to be complete if the number of nodes at any level,h, of the X-tree is 2'; the root being taken at level zero. In the following section, we d8eEntiate between complete, almost complete and incomplete X-uee~. We continue to assume that the underlying graph of an X-uee machine is a complete X-uee. An almost complete X-tree is a maximally connected subgraph of a complete X-tree that satisfies the following conditions : (i) The removal of the horizontal edges of this tree results in a binary tree that has at least (2('-')+1) nodes on my level h for h (ii) The removal of the horizontal edges results in two trees of ual height with one of these trees having at If m almaat canpletc tree srtfs&s cotldition (i) t b n it has one mot, say x, and we denote this me as Mx); if it satisfies codition (ii) then it has a pair of nodes as mts, sayx and U , and we denote this uee as W(X,U). A complete X-tree with x as the root is denoted by @(XI and if the tree is neither complete nor almost complete, then it is incomplete and is denoted bY @"(XI or @"(x,u) depending on whether it has one root x , or two roots x and U. If a node r belongs to a x ) , then the subtree @,(x) is also complete. Also, G and hence T -n(m/logm) cm be easily shown rn Lemma 3.3 : Let N be a network that merges two lists of ( n / 2 ) words such that the output words are indexed from 0, through On-l in the ascending orcEer. Furthermore, for any given set of input ports P, and output ports Po, let be the number of words entering the the ports of PI with subscripts between 1 and (n/4) and let 101 be the number of wonis emerging from the ports of Po with subscripts between (n/4) and (3n/4).
Then, there exists a problem instance for which at least [(2kIlOl)/nl words haw to be transmitted from PI to POProof : Though, this lemma holds for nonconservative flow algorithms also, we prove it for conservative flow algorithms only. Let the words from the first and the second lists be indexed from i l through in/2 and i(@/2)t.l through in respectively. Then, ( 4 2 ) instances of merging are provided to the network so that for the k-th emerges as the (k+j)-th output wod. Thus an input word enwing a port of p1 is output exrtly lo1 times from the ports of Po for these (n/2) problem instances. Consequently, at least [(2lrll0l)/nl words have to be transmitted from PI to Po for some problem instance.
instance (0 Q k Q O.Sn-l), the j t h word Of the first list rn Lemma 3.4 : If an X-tree merges two lists of (n/2) words then there exists a set of input ports PI and a set of' output ports Po, with kl, least (2n/(2g2)) word9 fmm PI ha= to be transmitted to Po across a complete X-tree.
: To each node J in the underlying tree, we a weight WJ equal to the number of input words indexed between 1 and (n/4) that enter the corresponding processor of the X-tree machine and divide WJ by (1/4) to obtain wJ. Similarly, we assign a weight WJ' to each node j equal to the number of wods that are indexed between (n/4) and (3n/4) and emerge from the corresponding processor in the X-tree machine. Again, we divide WJ' by (1/2) to obtain wJ'. NOW, it is easy to see that them exists a subtree with some root y' that has an unprimed weight (obtained by summing the unprimed weights asso~iated to the nodes of this subuee) between [(n/3Hn/5Wogn)l and (2n/3). Extending this observation, we note that there exist two node disjoint X-subtrees such that the unprimed weight of one and the primed weight of the other are both between [(n/9>-(2n/5Wogn)l and [2n/31. Let y l and y2 be the roots of these subtrees and let yl be to the left of yz. Furthermore, let Pylyl be the shortest path between yl and y2 and GrJ"(Py~z,Ly,,Ryl) be the X-uee induced by Pysl,L,,,,Ryz. Then, we examine the following two cases : Cuse I : Neither y1 nor y2 equal r or s. Then, both r and s are at a level higher than y1 and y2, @'rJ(Pyl&ypR,,l) is an "almost" complete tree and either both the sons of r or those of s belong to this subtree. Furthermore, if z2 is the right son of r then we consider the following two subcases that depend on whether r is the left-son or the right-son in the complete X-tree:
Cuse I(a) : r is a left-son in the complete X-tree. Then, r and s have the same father, say w 1 and let 4,,(x> be the left ancestral path from r to the root of this uee as shown in figure 3. Figures %a) and %b) depict the two cases when w , is the left and right son respectively. These cases aft? symmetricat md we only consider the case when w 1 is the left son. Consider the path P formed by the union of AZZrR(x) and L,,(x) and label the directed paths taken by the words input in the subtree with root y l to reach the output ports of the subtree with root y2 as in lemma 3.2. Lemma 3.3 guarantees that the 2numb"r of such paths is at least
1 . It is easy to see that each of these paths intersects the path P in at leest one node and for every node mark the last" MDde where the directed th intersects P. Let A be the nutnbr of such paths A words ane transmitted ~tcross the complete X-tree, arZ(x). Since the number of paths intersecting P ILf at most tn/SO(Wogn) at least ] w o e are transmitted across the complete X-subtree with root w p Consequently, at least (2n/(28)2' WOKIS are transmitted BGIOSS a complete X -e with root z2 or with mot w p Cuse I&) : r is the right son in the complete X-tree.
Let P be the union of 4 , ( x ) and LZ(x) as shown in figure 4 Then, the arguments of case l(a) can also be applied here so that at least [2n/(28l2I words are transmitted across a complete X-tree with z2 or with w 2 as the mot.
Cuse 2 ; y l -r and y2 lies on the leftmost path of s.
Then, the= exists y, ' and y i such that the sub- Though theorem 3.1 demonstrates the optimality of oddeven merge algorithm (of section 1 0 on an Xtree and on ddimensional pyramid machines, it remains to establish sirnilat. bounds for nonconservative flow algorithms. Similarly, theorem 3.5 demonstrates the optimality of the conservative flow algorithms which compute the transitive functions of section 11. Fortunately, all knawn parallel algorithms that merge two lists of (n/2) words and haw: their input words taken from a range of size O(n1+9, with E > 0, have conservative flow. However, it is hard to justify the conservative flow assumption for the computation of some transitive functions like the Fast Fourier Transform. It is worth noting that, with some additional effort, theorems 3.1 and 3. The lower bound of theorem 4.1 and the upper bound of theorem 4.2 which are straightforward are omitted for the sake of bmvity. From theorem 4.1, it follows that an X-tree and a pyramid machine can also add two n-bit numbers in B(logn) time. Theorem 4.3 holds for Conservative Flow Algorithms even if Conjxture 3.6 is false. H m w x , as in transitive functions, it is hard to justify the conservative flow assumption for atgorithms that solve these graph problems on these machines The algorithms in theorem 4.3 rely on moving data from the base of the pyramid to a suitable higher level and then using the structure of the ddimensional mesh at that level to route this data prop erly. The lower bound in theorem 4.4 is established by using arguments similar to tho-of theorem 3.1 and by showing that the value of m (see CorzjeCture 3.6 or kmma 3.2) equals n(dogn) for both the8e graph pcob lans. Except for the simulation of the mesh of trees by a two dimensional mesh, these simulation times ~IE shown to be optimal and the functions for which the bounds are achieved are listed in table 11. It is worth noting that if the pipeline period IEh81, Vui801 is considered as a resource, then aU these simulation times can be shown to be optimal.
VI. Conclusion
The intent of this paper was to investigate data movement techniques for some special networks which a~ derived from the binary tree and the mesh machines. We presented optimal bounds for some problems and close bounds for others. A new lower b o d technique which incorporates the entire network topdogy was introduced. We believe that this technique is quite powerful and m be exploited to yield good lower bounds for conservative flow algorithms on other networks. However, it seems to be diacult to generalize it for nonconservative flow algorithms. Though we have obtained dose bounds, the following
[l] Prove [or disprove] con.btune 3.6. COnkCtW 3.6 seems to be the key in establishing optimal bouniS for non-conservative flow algorithms on X-tree and pyramid mach [31 Obtain optimal bounds for finding the k-th largest element on the binary tree machine, the X-tree machine, and the d dimensional pyramid machine. We conjecture that O(log2n) is a tight bound for these machine models. However, proving (or disproving) this remains open.
[41 Binary tree machines have small diameters and are used extensively in performing dictionary operations [AK84, ORS82, EK79, Lei791. Consequently, it is useful to have a machine that has a complete binary tree as one of its spanning tnxs.
In view of this, we consider the following problem Let the underlying graph of a parallel machine be planar and let one of its spanning trees be a complete binary tree. Determine the minimum worstcase time for sorting n wods on any such machine. We conjxture that O(n/logn) is an optimal bound on time for any such machine; proving (or disproving) this conjecture also mains open.
[SI Obtain optimal bounds for the graph problems considered in section IV. We believe that the upper bounds can be improved and that some elegant data movement techniques can help to achieve these bounds.
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